
Making and Designing Buildings:
The Impact of Regulatory 

Frameworks on the Form of our 
Environment
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Pre-Industrial Era Design Process:

Master 
Builder

trades

tradestrades

The Architect was 
considered a Master 
Builder and had the 
knowledge of ALL 
technical aspects of the 
project.
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As buildings became more complex and large
… early 1800s to 1900 …

The work was often divided into design decisions 
made by an Architect and an Engineer
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Towns were developed near rivers for water and 
eventually power

Sewage, fecal matter, etc. was directed into the 
nearby rivers

People drew their drinking water from the same 
river assuming the waste was diluted
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Industrialized cities were abhorrent places

Coal fired equipment spewed waste into the air

People needed to live nearby their work as there 
was no public transportation
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The Ideal City of Chaux, France
Claude Nicholas Ledoux
1773-1806
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IDEAL TOWNS:
With the advent of industry some 
owners asked architects to design 
complete towns for them to keep 
the workers housed nearby
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Plan of Menier City, 
France
1864
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Plan of Port Sunlight, UK
(Lever Brothers)
1867
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Plan of Bourneville 
(Cadbury)
1895
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Plan of Saltaire
1851
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Plan of Pullman near 
Chicago
(Pullman Rail cars)
1885
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Up until the mid 1800s there was virtually 
nothing in place to determine where and 
what could be built

No laws to protect the public
No rules governing structural safety
No codes

Nothing

Basically, the Wild West
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When do I need an Engineer or Architect?

Only buildings:
MORE THAN 3 ½ storeys
Over 600 m2

Need to be signed off by a person holding a 
Peng or Architect’s Certificate of Practice

Meaning most houses and small buildings can 
be designed by almost anyone.
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What does an Architect do?

• Potentially a wide variety 
of activities as a function 
of the economy

• Design buildings
• Build buildings
• Green building 

consultation
• Create larger 

“developments”
• Master planning
• Interior design

Daniel Libeskind, Design Architect of the ROM
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What are the “tasks”?
• Conducting background 

research
• Verify that the project adheres 

to “the rules”
• Creating design sketches
• Creating formal design 

drawings
• Rendering of perspectives 

and views, model making
• Creation of contract drawings 

(for construction)
• Writing of specifications
• Attend meetings
• Construction review
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The Parts of an Architectural Project:

• Initial feasibility study (not always)
• Preliminary design (sketch phase)

– Check Official Plan
– Check Zoning By-law
– Check Building Code
– Check climate data for area

• Design development (detailed development of proposal – more 
material and dimensionally specific)
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…Parts of an Architectural Project

• Contract documents
– Construction drawings (these include materials, dimensions, notes to 

allow someone to build the building); including plans, sections, elevations, 
enlarged details

– Specifications (these are the written supplement to the drawings and are 
very specific with respect to performance of materials)
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…Parts of an Architectural Project

• Bid or Tender Process (getting prices for the job)
• Award of the Contract
• Construction/Contract Administration

– This will include regular meetings and on site review of the progress of 
the project

– Modifications and change orders
– A lot of paperwork
– Final review of the project before occupancy
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How is the fee divided?

• Pre-Design (approx. 10%)
• Design Development (approx. 25%)
• Contract Drawings (approx. 40%)
• Construction Administration (approx. 25%)

• This would be considered “ideal” – most projects use more than the allotted 
25% in the “Design” phase

• The fee must pay the Architect and all involved in the creation of the contract 
documents for the building

• Normally a percentage of the cost of construction
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A portion of this is 
allocated to paying the 
Engineering consultants



What does the Engineer do?
• Depends on type of engineer!
• Structural will work on the design and sizing 

of the structural system
• Mechanical works on mechanical systems
• Depending on the firm you may be involved 

in enclosure design
• If working on site for the contractor, site 

review
• Consulting engineers do site visits and work 

a lot with the architect
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Traditional Modern Design Process:

Contractor

Tertiary
Geotechnical Engineer

Tertiary
Acoustical Engineer

Tertiary
Landscape Consultant

Tertiary
Interiors Consultant

Secondary
Structural Engineer

Secondary
Mechanical Engineer

Secondary
Electrical Engineer

Client

Architect no longer 
knows “everything” 
but takes central 
focus with little input 
from consultants 
until much later in 
the project

Contractor not 
normally involved til 
the drawings are 
complete.

Primary Architect
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Integrated Design Process Structure:

Architect

Engineers

CommunityUser 
Group

Client
THE 

PROJECT
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What laws govern our buildings?
Government of 

Ontario

The Planning 
Act

The Official 
Plan

Zoning By-
Laws

Committee of 
Adjustment

The Architects 
Act

Building Code

How the building is 
situated, comprised

How the building is 
constructed
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Ontario Building Code:

• This legal document primarily 
addresses life safety, structural 
safety issues and energy

• It is a set of MINIMUM standards 
for building performance

• No variations are permitted
• Looks at materials, exiting, energy 

efficiency, occupancy, space/room 
standards, ventilation, insulation
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The Official Plan:

• This document sets out high level ideals of 
what the city should “be”

• Defines areas of use and relationships
• Dedicates certain zones of the city for 

parks, ravines, recreation, business or 
residential use

• Comprised of texts, maps and pictures
• “overrules” the Zoning By-law
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The Zoning By-Law

• Takes the general issues as set out by the 
Official Plan and gives them more specifically

• A zoning bylaw contains provisions that 
regulate the 

– use, 
– size, 
– height, 
– density and 
– location of buildings on properties within the City. 

The basic purpose of a zoning bylaw is to regulate what 
you can build and how big the building can be on a 
property. A typical zoning bylaw maps out the zones which 
show how the property can be used. That is, the property 
can be used for various land uses that range from 
residential to commercial to industrial and a whole host of 
other land uses. 

This typical zoning map shows the 
zoning for property. The zone with 
symbols R1 Z0.35, indicate that 
the property is zoned Residential 
District (R1) at a density ratio of 
Z0.35 (floor area divided by lot 
area) 
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Zoning By-Law Details:

Zoning bylaws have 3 basic components: 

• maps: number of storeys or metres are the most common feature of any zoning bylaw since they 
indicate where particular standards apply

• words: which form a kind of "language" unique to each bylaw

• numbers: can establish; 
– the size of a building, often expressed in floor area or density ratio such as the Floor Space Index 

– the height of the building in storeys or metres

– the setbacks determine how far back the building must be from the front, side and back of the property line

– the amount of parking spaces or landscaped space to be provided
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Aesthetic issues 
with height: Look 
at limits –
10.0m 2 storey
10.5m 3 storey
11.5m 3 storey
What does this do 
to the shape of a 
building with 
increased floor to 
floor heights?
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The unintended consequences of zoning regulations
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Older house with less 
pretentious floor to floor 
heights

New house with taller floor to 
floor heights
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Square watermelon house results when floor to floor heights push to the limit of 
the legal height allowed by old laws that have not adapted to new desires.
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Making and Designing Buildings:
Methods of Communication AKA 

Drawings and Models
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Drawings: Sketches

Sketches are quick hand drawings to 
convey the “concept”.

Roughly to scale.
Daniel Libeskind’s classic Napkin 

Sketch for the Addition to the Royal 
Ontario Museum in Toronto.
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Designing for solar conditions requires that 
you are aware of the orientation of the site. 
If you don’t have one of these on your plan 
from the beginning, then, you are not 
aware.

It is a nice touch to personalize your design 
for these!
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Design Drawings

Design drawings show the building in 
more detail, with accurate sizes, 
but with minimal technical 
information.

They usually have a sense of 
materiality and reflect the actual 
scale and physical location of the 
project.
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Renderings:

Brentwood Skytrain Station: Busby Leslie Dan Pharmacy Building: Foster

Renderings whether done by 
computer or by hand give us a 3-
D feel of the finished building.
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Contract Drawings:

As these form the legal agreement to 
construct, they are loaded with 
technical information.
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Construction Details:
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Rough / test models:

We can make models to understand 
how a building works for wind and 
sunlight, or simply to establish 
“massing”.
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Massing Models:

These models are used to see how 
the general shape of the building 
works; orientation, sun access, 
relationships

Massing model of the ROM showing 
its relationship to the original 
building
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Detailed models

The architect might also supply detailed models that can give the client 
or user group a better feel for the finished building. These can be 
physical or computer created.
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Urban scale model:
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Structural Models:

The engineers and fabricators might also make rough models to see how things 
like the framing are working. The steel diagrid used in the ROM required many 
different ways to understand its 3-D nature and construction detailing.
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Structural computer models

These were done by the structural engineers to look at the 
relationships of the ROM crystals.
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Fabrication modelling:

If the project has a complex 
structure, the fabricators of 
various components might also 
need to be more involved in 
the design and detailing 
process.
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Size and Complexity Matters

• Not all projects are developed to the same level of detail, nor use 
all types of communication methods.

• The scale / size / scope of the project will greatly affect what 
methods are used, as will the cost and the amount of fees paid to 
the design team.

• The region / location / history and local practices of the project will 
greatly affect the way work is carried out.
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BARRIER 
FREE DESIGN

applies to all 
public buildings
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• Make sure to provide adequate 
washrooms on each floor so that 
people do not have to go up or down a 
floor to access the washroom

• Gender Neutral washrooms can and 
should be provided

• Ensure adequate privacy! Stall 
partitions should go to the floor or 
complete separate washrooms 
provided
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Access to Washrooms



• All major entrances and exits must allow access via 
wheelchairs, walkers, strollers; that means NO STEPS

• Ramps may be used as an alternate to steps as long 
as they are reasonably close to the entry/exit point

• All areas within public buildings are to be accessible 
to all people, regardless of mobility (so no putting 
the cool mezzanines out of reach)
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Barrier Free Access



• Elevators can be provided for access 
between floors, particularly in multi storey
buildings where ramps would be 
impractical

• Elevators should be easy to spot and not far 
from the entry point

• Ramps should have a slope of no more than 
1:12 (less is better) – and there is a limit to 
the length of the run to provide a resting 
point
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Barrier Free Access

1

12

Flat landing
1
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The impact of FIRE on design
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No. 1: Life Safety
no loss of life

safe evacuation of occupants

No. 2: Protection of Structure
maintaining integrity of building structure

Primary Motivation in Design for Fire
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remove any one of these, and, no fire...
heat

fuel = Building! oxygen

Requirements for Combustion
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• occupancy type
• occupant load
• building size
• construction type
• exit requirements
• fire resistance ratings
• fire separation

Main Issues in Fire Design
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• You ALWAYS ALWAYS ALWAYS
• Need at LEAST two means of egress from every floor area
• No dead end corridors
• More exits required for institutional and commercial 

buildings as they house unrelated occupants
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Exit Requirements



Sample small library: Ground Floor Plan
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Sample small library: Second Floor Plan
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Library with two means of egress –
one feature stair and one more 
conventional one.
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Note the feature stair is actually 
enclosed for safety, but still pretty 
cool.
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Occupancy Type:
• Group     Division Description
• A 1 Production and viewing of performing 

arts
• A 2 Not elsewhere classified
• A 3 Arena type
• A 4 Open air
• B 1 Detention occupancies
• B 2 Care and treatment occupancies
• B 3 Care Occupancies
• C Residential Occupancies
• D Business and Personal Services
• E Mercantile
• F 1 High Hazard Industrial
• F 2 Medium Hazard Industrial
• F 3 Low Hazard Industrial
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Risk factors determine where a use falls as well as which 
can or cannot be combined in a single building.
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• is the number of people is an estimate of the expected maximum 
use of a building or floor area, for the most hazardous use

• provides a basis to calculate the number of exits required
• can be used as a ‘rule of thumb’ basis for determining floor area 

requirements when designing
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Occupant Load
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Two Primary types of construction:
COMBUSTIBLE:  i.e. materials that burn easily and 

provide fuel for a fire (wood...)
NON-COMBUSTIBLE:  i.e. materials that do not burn 

or act as fuel (these include steel and concrete)
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Construction Types



Construction materials 
are supposed to stop the 
spread of fire from one 
house/building to the 
next.
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Combustible Construction:

• typically light wood frame 
construction or Post and 
Beam

• only able to be used on 
buildings less than 6 storeys
and usually less than 600 
m2.

• used on buildings which 
require a fire resistance 
rating of 3/4 hour or less
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Non-Combustible Construction:
• used on all other types of 

buildings
• used for fire resistance 

classifications of 3/4 hour or 
greater

• unprotected steel can only be 
used for ratings of 3/4 hour

• 1 hour or greater requires the use 
of concrete structural products or 
protection on steel products 
(gypsum, concrete, intumescent 
coatings or other fireproofing)
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Galpão USP - 2002 - São Paulo – steel beams have melted
109

http://www.lmc.ep.usp.br/people/valdir/imagens/fire/usp1.jpg


Intumescent coatings were used on the exterior “legs” at OCAD and on 
this truss in the Bloomberg Tower in NYC.
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Intumescent coatings

Film of intumescent coating 
under a fire condition.
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The texture of the 
intumescent coating is 
akin to an orange peel.
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Spray on fireproofing is 
used in areas where the 
steel will be concealed 
from view. It may also be 
covered with gypsum 
board, which improves its 
fire resistance rating.
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• a limit on the maximum area and number of floors based on:
– building use (occupancy type, hazard level)
– construction type (combustible/non)
– sprinklered or not (sprinklering allows for a doubling of area 

allowed)
– access for fire fighting (number of streets the building faces, 

hydrant location, standpipes...)
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Determining Maximum Building Area:
i.e.  Maximum Building Area Group C Residential up to 3 Storeys

No. of Maximum Area (m2)

Storeys

Facing 1 Street   Facing 2 Streets   Facing 3 Streets

1 1,800 2,250 2,700
2 900 1,125 1,350
3 600 750 900
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Building Height:
• taller buildings are more difficult to 

evacuate quickly so have more stringent 
limitations

• the gross floor area of single storey 
buildings will be greater than the g.f.a. of 
a multi storey building for the same use 
on the same site

• tall buildings require internal fire fighting 
equipment as trucks and ladders have a 
limit to the heights they can reach 
(usually 6 floors)
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Schools 
practice with 
fire drills so 
have more 
lenient 
construction 
requirements.
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Where IS the fire exit sign???
118



• number and type dependent on occupancy type 
and load

• i.e. greater risk, more people, more exits
• every floor area must have 2 exits
• travel distance to the exit is limited
• dead end corridors (more than 6m) not permitted
• exits must be fire separated from the rest of the 

building they are serving
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Exit Requirements



Residential/Single Family Commercial/Institutional

• Low number of people exiting
• Door opens in (in case of 
obstruction outside)

• High number of people exiting 
(pushing and shoving!)
• Door opens out to prevent 
crushing
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Buffalo snow storm 
2014
The reason residential 
exit doors open inward. 121



Exits must be clearly marked with “internationally 
recognized” signage.
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Fire Stairs

• Must be a safe route
• Minimal glazing allowed 

into the building
• Door opens into the stair
• Enough space between door 

and riser to allow someone 
to pass by (30cm minimum) • People exiting 

into stairwell
• Door opens IN
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With rare exceptions (like in stand alone 
houses), almost all building areas require 
at least 2 means of egress.

In buildings over one floor in height this 
normally means at least 2 sets of fire safe 
stairs.

What is a fire safe stair??? One that is 
enclosed. Very little glass (often only a wee 
pane in the door). Has doors that open into 
the stairwell. Is pressurized so that if the 
door is left open no smoke can enter. 
Usually provides an exit directly to the 
exterior of the building.

i.e. It is really boring architecturally 
speaking -- but SAFE.
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Fire exit doors need clear 
signage, panic hardware 
and are also fire rated. 
They may only have a 
small area of wired glass.
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Fire exit 
doors and 
extinguishers 
need to be 
kept 
unlocked 
and 
unblocked.
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Fire escapes are no longer permitted as a means of egress in NEW construction.
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A major part of the risk here is 
the spread of the fire through 
the windows out onto people 
trying to exit on the fire 
escape.

To make it safe they would 
have to eliminate the windows, 
which rather defeats any 
advantage.
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• Smaller residential buildings require smoke detectors on 
each floor

• Larger buildings (and all buildings over 6 storeys) must be 
equipped with fire suppression systems

• Must have sprinkler system
• Must have fire hose cabinets on each floor
• Must have exterior standpipes
• Very tall buildings must have their own water supply 

located at the top of the building to be able to use gravity 
feed in case of a fire
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Fire Supression Systems



Smoke detectors
Fire alarms

Extinguishers 
and fire 
fighting 
equipment
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Sprinkler head 
have a fusible 
(melting) link 
that activates 
the water flow 
and a rotating 
device to spray 
the water.

A special wall mounted head that has a 
deflector to spray water down.
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• separation of buildings to isolate them from one another 
and to control the spread of fire by either:
– physical space between buildings, including control over openings 

and finishes
– physical barrier (wall) between buildings (firewall) or areas within a 

building (fire separation)
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Spatial Separation



• is any wall, partition or floor assembly designed 
and built to prevent the spread of fire by 
restraining the passage of smoke, heat, gases and 
flame between compartments within one 
building

• assigned a fire resistance rating as required by 
the nature of the adjacent spaces
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Fire Separation



• are special fire separations -- continuous walls of masonry or concrete -- that 
prevent fires from within one structure from spreading to another structure

• must allow building to break away in a fire without destroying the integrity of 
the firewall

• can be used to divide a large building into smaller building areas
• fewer and more specially designed openings are allowed
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Fire Walls
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The concrete block 
firewall between these 
units is not long enough 
to meet the brick 
veneer and stop the 
flow of air between the 
units.
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• is the time in hours that an assembly can withstand the 
passage of flame and heat when exposed to fire under 
standard test conditions

• is characterized by the ability of an assembly to confine a 
fire or continue to perform a given structural function, or 
both, when exposed to fire

• these ratings are established by a government or certified 
private testing agency after rigorous testing; often 
assemblies and products will be required to have a ULC 
Rating (Underwriters Laboratories of Canada)
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Fire Resistance Rating
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• an enclosed space within a building that is 
separated from other parts of the building by 
surrounding continuous construction built as a 
rated fire separation

• between row houses or apartments, a one hour 
fire separation is required

• openings are allowed in the fire separation, but 
are limited in size and must be able to be closed
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Fire Compartment
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• any portion of an exterior building 
face that does not meet the fire 
resistance rating required for the 
building face (ie. windows, doors, 
vent grilles)

• steel window frames, wired glass 
and glass block allow for a doubling 
of the OBC maximums

• sprinklering allows for a doubling of 
areas
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Unprotected Openings
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• limits are based on distance from property lines, as a % of the building face 
area

• ie. for residential (50 s.m. building face):
– less than 1.2m setback allows 0%
– 1.2m setback allows 7%
– 1.5m setback allows 8%
– 2.0m setback allows for 10%
– 4.0m setback allows for 28%
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Sizing Unprotected Openings



• refers to the distance between an 
exposing building face and the property 
line or to an imaginary line between two 
buildings on the same property.

• if the two buildings are the same (area 
of face and glass) the line will be 
midway; if they are different, the 
distance will be proportional
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Limiting Distance



The Role of the Façade and Cladding

• Lots more on this in AE 200 Enclosure Studio in 2A
• Huge variety of choice in our enclosure/cladding materials
• Not all have been adequately tested for fire spread
• Not all rules and applications are the same around the 

world
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